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FRANCE 2017 – World Championships of shore angling U16-U21

                     

                                       

For a long time, the cradle of seaside fishing in France, the Nord Pas-de-Calais region, now called

"Hauts  de France",  has  not  organized a  world championship.  This  opportunity seized by « Les

pêcheurs de la Côte d’Opale » is in continuity of a constant activity of this club structured and

dynamic.

The U16 and U21 world championships, a symbol of youthful strength, perfectly embody the spirit

and motivation of the organizing team. Around their president Michael Sauvage, she will be able to

put in place the necessary to make this event a success.

I wish this world youth of the angling shore an excellent competition, which disputed in a loyal and

sporting spirit will leave to them I am sure, an unforgettable memory.

  

      P.MORGA
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The word of the person in charge of the
association

« Les Pêcheurs de la Côte d’Opale »

The "Pêcheurs de la Côte d’Opale" club is honored to be entrusted with the organization of the
26th and 17th U16 and U21 World Championships of shore angling which will take place from July
15 to 22 on the « Côte d ' Opale ».

Everything  is  done  to  make  you  discover  our  region  and  these  attractions  between  the
agglomerations of Boulonnais and Calais.

You will  discover  these sites  with different  profiles,  but  recognized as  zones  fish  by  our  local
fishermen.

Passages from one fishing area to another will allow you to discover the extent of the landscapes
of our region and its interminable endless sandy beaches.

In any case, everything is planned so that this competition combines sporting, human and convivial
encounters around our passion "fishing".

I would like to thank the Nord / Pas-de-Calais regional council, the Pas-de-Calais general council,
the « Communauté  d’agglomération du Boulonnais »  and the municipality  of  Wimille  for  their
financial  support,  but  also  the  mayors  of  Saint  Etienne-au  -Mont,  Equihen-Plage,  Neufchatel-
Hardelot,  Tardinghem  and  Ambleteuse,  for  all  the  facilities  given  to  the  organization  of  this
championship.

I wish you a great stay in our region and that the sports results are up to your expectations.

Michaël SAUVAGE
Président de l’association
« Les Pêcheurs de la Côte d’Opale »
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La Côte d’Opale

From Berck-sur-Mer to Calais, in the department of
Pas-de-Calais, the Côte d'Opale offers kilometers of
sandy beaches,  dunes  planted with oyats,  cliffs and
wild  coasts  dotted  with  seaside  resorts  like  Le
Touquet-Paris-Plage,  Wimereux,  Wissant,  Berck-sur-
Mer and Hardelot-Plage.

The mouth of the Wimereux in Wimereux                                                                             Dunes and beach near Le Touquet, between Canche and Authie

Some  resorts  like  Wimereux  or  Le  Touquet-Paris-
Plage  reveal  to  the  walker  magnificent  villas,
particularly of Anglo-Norman style. The Côte d'Opale
is ideal for relaxation and change of scenery, and is
also used for recreational activities such as golf, sand
yachting,  cycling or  hiking.  The green meadows and
fragrant  pine  forests  bordering  the  coastline  are
ideal for relaxing walks. It is on the beaches of the
Opal Coast, adorned with pretty colored cabins, that
one can marvel at the spectacles animated by kites or
sailing chariots spinning at full speed.

Digue de Wimereux along the beach    

The Côte d'Opale brings together varied landscapes of beaches, dunes, marshes, estuaries,
cliffs and interior environments.

Dune trail of Hardelot-Plage                           Initiation sand yacht Berck-sur-mer beach                                 Dune trail of Mont Saint Frieux

The Côte d'Opale is marked by the presence of two large cliffs between Calais and Boulogne: 
Cap Blanc-Nez, 132 meters high and Cap Gris-Nez, reaching 50 meters.
       Cap Blanc-Nez and the beach of Escalles                                          Cap Gris-Nez

The latter is the closest French coastal point to England.
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The relief gives way to beaches of fine sand, successively interrupted by the nature reserve
of the Bay of Canche and the Bay of Authie.

The Opal Coast is under a marked oceanic climate. The thermal amplitudes are low, winters
are mild and summers cool. Days of frost and snow are few. The territory is heavily exposed
to winds  throughout  the year,  making  the weather very  variable.  Between the  different
coastal cities, however, there are disparities due to the orientation of the sea and therefore
the prevailing winds (west between Berck and Deux Caps, north between the two Capes and
the Belgian border).

The marine environment of this part of France is characterized by a very turbid sea with
strong current, with important tides and intertidal zones.

Besides its beaches and natural sites, the Opal Coast is home to many attractive tourist
sites. The national center of the sea, Nausicaá, located in Boulogne-sur-Mer, is the most
visited site in  the region.  There are also  many historical  monuments:  the Column of the
Grande Armée, the citadels (in Calais, Boulogne and Montreuil), forts, castles, belfries (in
Boulogne, Calais and Dunkirk), churches, lighthouses etc. .

Nausicaa - National Sea Center
Entrance                                                               The tropical lagoon                                                        The shark aquarium

Castle of  Boulogne-sur-mer                                                                                                       Column of the Grand Army
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Organization - Contact

The U16 and U21 world championships shore angling are organized by:
➢ The French Federation of Sport Fishing - commission mer (FFPS-mer)
➢ The regional committee of the "Hauts de France"
➢ The club of "Les Pêcheurs de la Côte d’Opale"

Under the aegis and control of :
➢ la Fédération Internationale de Pêche Sportive (FIPS-mer).

The contact details of the organizer which are useful for any dispatch or request are as
follows:

➢ Mailing address
« Les Pêcheurs de la Côte d’Opale »
World Championships shore angling 2017 U16-U21
4, rue du révérend Père Halluin – 62126 Wimille – FRANCE

➢ Contact
Michaël SAUVAGE
Tél : (+33) 750 602 307
Mail : michael.sauvage62@orange.fr 
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Places and dates of the competition

The competition will take place on the beaches of the Côte d'Opale between Boulogne-sur-
Mer and Calais from 15 to 22 July 2017.

The accommodation site is located in the town of Ambleteuse.

Access to accommodation
➢ By plane

◦ Lille-Lesquin Airport, distance 144 km by motorway A25 direction Dunkerque and
A16 direction Boulogne-sur-mer

◦ Paris - Roissy Charles de Gaulle Airport, distance 263 km
◦ Paris - Orly Airport, distance 295 km

➢ By train
◦ Train station of Boulogne ville
◦ Train station of Calais city
◦ Calais Frethun Train Station

➢ By car
◦ Motorway A16 Paris-Dunkerque, exit 33 "Wimille - La Trésorerie"
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Program of the event

Saturday 15 July 2017
09:00
13:00
15:30

16:00
17:30
19:00

Welcome of the participants - Distribution of the chalets
Lunch at the restaurant
Departure  for  the  inaugural  parade  for  competitors  and
accompanying persons
Inaugural Parade
Opening Ceremony - Team Presentation
Inaugural buffet for competitors and accompanying persons

Sunday 16 July 2017
08:30
09:30
12:30
14:00
16:00
20:00
21:30

Breakfast
Welcome and Captain Meetings
Lunch
Distribution of baits and packed lunch
Start of the official training round
End of the official training round
Establishment of the ranking of the official round of training

Monday 17 July 2017
08:30
12:30
14:00
16:00
20:00
21:30

Breakfast
Lunch
Distribution of baits and packed lunch
Start of the 1st official round
End of the 1st official round
Establishment of the ranking of the 1st official round

Tuesday 18 July 2017
08:30
12:30
14:00
16:00
20:00
21:30

Breakfast
Lunch
Distribution of baits and packed lunch
Start of the 2nd official round
End of the 2nd official round
Establishment of the ranking of the 2nd official round

Wednesday 19 July 2017
08:30
12:30
14:00
16:00
20:00
21:30

Breakfast
Lunch
Distribution of baits and packed lunch
Start of the 3rd official round
End of the 3rd official round
Establishment of the ranking of the 3rd official round
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Thursday 20 July 2017
08:30
12:30
14:00
16:00
20:00
21:30

Breakfast
Lunch
Distribution of baits and packed lunch
Start of the 4th official round
End of the 4th official round
Establishment of the ranking of the 4th official round

Friday 21 July 2017
08:30
09:30
13:00
18:30
20:00

Breakfast
Tourist visit
Lunch
Proclamation of results, award ceremony, closing ceremony
Gala dinner

Saturday 22 July 2017
08:30 Breakfast and return of accommodation
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Accommodation

holiday Village*** « Le Cap d’Opale »

Address : 40, rue des Garennes – 62124 Ambleteuse
Phone : (+33) 321 326 300
Web : http://www.lecapdopale.com 
GPS : 50.815975 (50°48'57.51" N) / 1.608006 (1°36'28.82" E)

Located a 15-minute walk from Ambleteuse Beach, Le Cap d'Opale features a heated indoor
pool, a spa, hammam and saunas. Basketball and volleyball courts are also available.

Rooms at the Cap d'Opale include a wardrobe, a work desk and a private bathroom with a
shower, toilet and free toiletries.

Set in the heart of the Caps and Marais d'Opale regional natural park, Le Cap d'Opale offers
a bar and several dining areas where you can taste regional specialties prepared using local
products. For information, all meals will be taken from the accommodation site.
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Guests  can  enjoy  table  tennis,  tennis,  billiards  and  board  games  on  site.  This  may incur
additional charges.

The Cap d'Opale is  a  15-minute drive from Boulogne-Sur-Mer and its  train station.  Free
private parking is available on site.

The lodgings are chalets of 2 or 5 people.

The stay scheduled from 15 to 22 July 2017 is on a "full board" basis.
All requests for additional accommodation must be made to the organization. The days will be
scheduled on a "full board" basis.
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Places of competition

5 sites were chosen for this competition:

➢ Beach A : Tardinghem (« plage du châtelet »)

Access  by  « route  du  châtelet »  –  62179
Tardinghem
Point GPS parking access beach :
50.872054 (50°52’19.4’’ N), 1.617055 (1°37’01.4’’ E)

➢ Beach B : Ambleteuse (« plage de la pointe aux oies »)

Access by RD 940 direction Ambleteuse
Point GPS parking access beach :
50.803282 (50°48’11.8’’ N), 1.614246 (1°36’51.3’’ E)

➢ Beach C : Ecault

Access by « Rue Charles Cazin » – 62224 Equihen-
Plage
Point GPS parking access beach :
50.667917 (50°40’04.5’’ N), 1.570583 (1°34’14.1’’ E)

➢ Beach D : Hardelot Nord

Access  by  « Boulevard  de  la  mer »  –  62152
Neufchâtel Hardelot
Point GPS parking access beach :
50.639492 (50°38’22.2’’ N), 1.576632 (1°34’35.9’’E)
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➢ Beach E : hardelot Sud

Access by « Avenue du général de Gaulle » – 62152
Neufchâtel Hardelot
Point GPS parking access beach :
50.627865 (50°37’40.3’’ N), 1.578089 (1°34’41.1’’ E)

The final choice of fishing venues for the training and official rounds will be made in the
week preceding the competition in the light of the weather forecasts collected.
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Baits

The baits provided by fisherman for the competition (training and official heats) should be as
follows:

Lugworm
1 box of 30 units

Black lug
1 box of 16 units

Harbour rag
3 boxes of 50 grams

Mackerel
1 unit

A variation on the quantities supplied during the competition is possible according to the
arrivals.

The bait portions ordered for the free training of the teams will be similar to the quantities
identified above.
All orders will be made to the organization through the bulletin attached to this file.
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Fishing Tackle

Recommended materials:
1 cane in fishing action
Cane from 4,20 to 4,50m - Power 80 to 250 gr
Threaded reels 20 to 35/100 °
Montages of 1 to 3 stacks, lengths 40cm to 2m, decorated with pearls or sequins all colors
Hooks from 8 to 2
Transport trolley, spades from 1 to 1.50m and tripod (indispensable because some beaches 
are covered with pebbles)
Recommended boots or thigh boots

Catches - Species

The most frequent catches on these beaches are: bass, grey mullet, european squid, weever,
common dab, pilchard, mackerel, eel, garfish, pouting, whiting (see appendix 1).

Fishing Regulations (Catch and Release)
The FIPS-Mer regulations in force will be the one implemented on this competition.
You will find below the Internet link to download the latest regulations :
http://www.fips-m.org/fr/statuts-reglements-fr 
The  organizing  association  has  committed  itself  to  regional,  departmental  and  local
authorities to put in place an environmental and sustainable development approach for this
event.
It consists of:

➢ To the respect of the fishing sites provided "they will be clean at our arrival and will
have to remain so"

➢ To a catch and release fishery or the release of catch of any size
All means are provided for the respect of these points.

Anthem and Flag
The participating selections are required to provide the organizer with the flag of their
country and a CD with their national anthem as soon as they arrive or at the latest at the
host meeting scheduled on the official hosting site.
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Medical certificate

Each competitor must have in his possession a medical certificate dated less than 6 months
at the beginning of the competition attesting his fitness to practice sport fishing.
The organization may at any time claim this certificate.
The certificate must be in one of the official languages of the FIPS.
The  participating  selections  will  be  responsible  for  the  information  of  the  medical
certificates provided to the organizer.

Classification
The ranking system set up for this competition consists of measuring catches with point 
conversion according to the species. The conversion table will be provided before the start 
of the competition.
The legal size is set at 15cm for all species.
Any hold less than 15cm will be counted 1 point.

Intentions of participation
A notice of intention to participate is attached to the file.
This document must be completed and returned to the organizer by April 15, 2017,

➢ By email to michael.sauvage62@orange.fr 
➢ By mail to:

« Les Pêcheurs de la Côte d’Opale »
Championnat du monde bord de mer 2017 U16-U21
4, rue du révérend Père Halluin
62126 WIMILLE - FRANCE

Inscriptions

A notice of final inscriptions is attached to the file.
It must be sent correctly filled together with the receipt for payment of entries to the
following address :

« Les Pêcheurs de la Côte d’Opale »
Championnat du monde bord de mer 2017 U16-U21
4, rue du révérend Père Halluin
62126 WIMILLE - FRANCE

Entries will be closed on 3 June 2017.
No booking for the accommodation or the closing evening will be taken into account after this
date.
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Any special requests or questions can be made by email to michael.sauvage62@orange.fr.

The bank transfer of the enrollment amount will  be made to the account whose contact
details are as follows :

BANK

CAISSE D’EPARGNE NORD FRANCE EUROPE
Agence Boulogne Saint Patrick

ADRESS

171 bis rue du chemin vert
62200 BOULOGNE SUR MER

ACCOUNT NAME

LES PECHEURS DE LA COTE D’OPALE – CDM JEUNES 2017

IBAN

FR76 1627 5204 0008 0002 9264 242

BIC

CEPAFRPP627
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Prices

« competitors » : 625,00€ (5 sportmen : 3 125,00€)
Comprising:

✔ Full board accommodation from the 15th of July breakfast including:
✗ Accommodation in a chalet 2 or 5 beds
✗ Breakfasts from July 16 to 22
✗ Lunches from 15 to 21 July
✗ The 15th of July dinner
✗ Packed lunches for the evening of 16 to 20 July

✔ The inaugural buffet of July 15
✔ The bait for the official training and the 4 official rounds
✔ The gala dinner on 21 July
✔ Participation in the general cost of the organization
✔ FIPS-mer participation and CIPS organization

« Captains - accompanying persons » : 550,00€
Comprising:

✔ Full board accommodation from lunch on July 15th
✔ The inaugural buffet of July 15
✔ The gala dinner on 21 July

« Additional day »:80,00€
Comprising:

✔ Accommodation  from  10.00  am  and  full  board  including  lunch,  dinner  and
breakfast the following day

« gala dinner » : 70,00€
Comprising:

✔ The closing dinner on 21 July
This  amount is  reserved  for  accompanying  persons  who  have  not  taken the
accommodation package.

« baits » : 25,00€ the part
Comprising :

✔ 30 Lugworms
✔ 16 black lugs
✔ 3 boxes of 50g harbour rags
✔ 1 mackerel

These baits will be delivered daily to the place of accommodation at the agreed
times between the organization and the applicants.
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Fishing sleeves

The fishing sleeves will mostly take place on rising tide. Given the speed of water rise as well
as crossings of repetitive troughs and tarps, it is advisable for competitors to lighten as
much as possible the equipment carried to the competition sites.
In order to ensure the safety of everyone, in  addition to the FIPS-mer regulation,  it is
imperative to specify to the competitors:

➢ That all throws will be "feet dry" or out of the water
➢ That  it  will  be  forbidden  to  cross  the  tarpaulins  or  bays,  whatever  their  depth,

throughout the duration of the fishing sleeves

Area managers
Area managers will be designated by the organizer (1 per fishing site). They will be the relay
of the organization with the FIPS officials, the jury and the commissioners. Their names and
contact details will be provided at the Captains' Meeting for any disputes on site.

Rescue
First-aid teams, intended solely for the competition, will circulate on the competition sites.
They will  be reachable by all  (FIPS officials, commissaires and zone officials)  during the
course of the heats.
The coordinates of each team will be communicated during the captains' meeting.
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NOTICE
« INTENTION

OF PARTICIPATION »

Country

Team

Specify the number expected. The quantities indicated are not contractual but will serve as
the basis for the best organization of the competition. Thank you for rating them at best.

Number of competitors : ___________________________

Number of captains : _______________________________

Number of accompanying persons : ________________

Number of additional days : ________________________
Attach details of desired number of days per person and date of arrival

Number of « gala dinner » : _______________________
Reserved for non-hosted accompanying persons

Date : _______________________
Name/first name of team manager :________________________________________

Signature :

The notice is to be returned by 15 April 2017 to the organization either:
➢ By email to michael.sauvage62@orange.fr 
➢ By mail to :

« Les Pêcheurs de la Côte d’Opale »
Championnat du monde bord de mer 2017 U16-U21
4, rue du révérend Père Halluin
62126 WIMILLE – FRANCE
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NOTICE
« INSCRIPTIONS »

Country

Team

NAME/first name

COMPETITORS

1

2

3

4

5

NAME/first name

SUBSTITUTE 1

NAME/first name

CAPTAINS
1

2

3

Number of competitors : _____________ x 625,00€ = _________________
including the substitute
Number of captains : ________________ x 550,00€ = _________________

Number of additional days : _____________ x 80,00€ = ______________
Attach details of desired number of days per person and date of arrival

TOTAL : ____________

Name/first name of team manager :________________________________________

The notice must be returned by mail for 03 June 2017 to the organization accompanied by the receipt
for payment of entries to :

« Les Pêcheurs de la Côte d’Opale »
Championnat du monde bord de mer 2017 U16-U21
4, rue du révérend Père Halluin – 62126 WIMILLE – FRANCE
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NOTICE
« ACCOMPANYING PERSONS »

Country

NAME/first name

ACCOMPANYING
PERSONS
with accommodation

1

2

3

4

5

6
Specify  on  an  attached  document  the  distribution  of  accommodations  for  accompanying
persons (chalet of 5 beds or chalet of 2 beds)

NAME/first name

« gala dinner »

1

2

3

4

Number of accompanying persons : ___________ x 550,00€ = _________

Number of additional days : _____________ x 80,00€ = ______________
Attach details of desired number of days per person and date of arrival

Number of « gala dinner » : _________________ x 70,00€ = ____________

TOTAL : __________
Name/first name manager of inscriptions :___________________________________

The notice must be returned by mail for 03 June 2017 to the organization accompanied by
the receipt for payment of entries to :

« Les Pêcheurs de la Côte d’Opale »
Championnat du monde bord de mer 2017 U16-U21
4, rue du révérend Père Halluin – 62126 WIMILLE – FRANCE
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NOTICE
« ORDER OF BAITS »

Country

Team

Delivery date Delivery time
Wanted Number of parts

TOTAL  

Number of parts : __________ x 25,00€ = _________________

TOTAL : ____________

NAME/First Name of team manager :_______________________________________
To request accommodation for delivery

The notice must be returned by mail for 03 June 2017 to the organization accompanied by the receipt
for payment of entries to :

« Les Pêcheurs de la Côte d’Opale »
Championnat du monde bord de mer 2017 U16-U21
4, rue du révérend Père Halluin – 62126 WIMILLE – FRANCE
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FISHING STORE

Sale of fishing products of all brands:
SUNSET – YUKI – GRAUVELL – TRONIXPRO –

DAIWA – SHIMANO – IAN GOLDS –
LINEAEFFE – TURKANA

...

Do not hesitate to contact us for more information.

JOURDAIN PÊCHE
Adress : 54, quai Gustave LAMARLE – 62100 CALAIS
Tél : (+33) 321 973 332 
Mail : contact@jourdain-peche.com
Web : www.jourdain-peche.com 

Access by motorway A16 exit 44 « Calais Saint-Pierre »
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APPENDIX 1

Fish Species

Bass Chinchard

Common dab
European plaice

Pilchard Turbot

Mackerel Whiting

Cod Pouting

Herring Allis shad

Bream Weever

Eel Grey mullet
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